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li’s paintings have 
delighted and moved 

me since 1976, when 
our shadows crossed 

paths at what 
is now Pucker Gallery. I was 
such a literalist that what fi rst 
engaged me was the subject 
matter upon which her 
early works drew—a series 
of circus scenes that awoke 
a welcome sense of playful-
ness and joy. Only later did I 
begin to understand that, for 
Ali, these (and subsequent 
scenes of parking lots and old 
fair grounds) were vehicles 
through which to explore her 
fascination with space and 
light. 
 In those days, as a fi nan-
cially challenged graduate 
student, I was unwilling to let 
the Gallery have my contact 
details, or even my name, out of some irrational fear that they might 
track me down and lure me into spending money I did not have. 
Nonetheless, I found myself frequenting this particular locale on 
Newbury Street, feeling nourished on each occasion, and particu-
larly delighted if a new Ali painting had appeared. Despite these 
recurring visits, I somehow missed Night Tent, 1978 (above), when it 
fi rst arrived, only encountering it upon its return to the Gallery, for a 
show of Ali’s work, some eight years later.
 I remain amazed that I got to that show; I was in the midst of a 
twelve-month stint of commuting every other week between Boston 
and London. Night Tent stopped me in my tracks. This painting 
gave me the uncanny sense that Ali had somehow known, and here 
depicted, the current state of my interior world. It was as if she had 
looked right into my soul, and translated it into this visual image. 
 Part of Ali’s magic is in her use of fabrics and thread; she cre-
ates her paintings with cloth. As a youngster, I recall learning to 
appreciate Van Gogh’s work by walking right up to each painting, 
to examine the thickly applied, powerful swirls and strokes of paint 

through which the artist’s 
intensity was so palpable 
that it almost forced me to 
step back, and further back, 
to a distance from which 
the whole picture came into 
focus. With Ali’s work, I fi nd 
that I am fi rst engaged by the 
whole, and then drawn in, 
to discover the secrets of the 
extraordinary craft through 
which she has created it. 
 In Night Tent, a red and 
white striped tent inexplica-
bly stands on a fl at, barren, 
landscape so dark that it is 
barely distinguishable from a 
starless, midnight sky. Within 
the tent, a lone juggler 
practices under a spotlight 
from an unseen source. The 
juggler’s head is miniscule—
not intellect, but physical 
presence keeps these rings 

and batons in the air. Slivers of light escape from the tent’s bottom 
edges, drawing the observer—and perhaps, too, the shadowy fi gure 
outside the tent—toward the warmth of that inner space. Closer 
scrutiny reveals that these slivers have been created with stitches of 
thread; simply ingenious! 
 When I relocated from Boston to London—initially on a trial 
basis—most of my possessions went into storage, but Night Tent 
accompanied me. Many years later I came to understand that I had 
instinctively participated in an ancient tradition; in Hebrew, the 
word for tent can also mean dwelling place in exile. The desolate 
landscape, which recurs in many of Ali’s paintings, then took on a 
new meaning. I have continued to live with and learn from Night 
Tent for more than 20 years.
 My pilgrimages persisted; indeed, trips to Boston came to feel 
incomplete unless I called in at Pucker Gallery. So, at a time when I 
was soldiering on with my life while privately carrying grief too raw 
to touch, from my brother’s sudden death, I found myself standing in 
front of another of Ali’s cloth paintings, Dress, 1999 (page 4).
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 Solid fabric and gauzes, all in shades of white, have been trans-
formed into a portion of an interior wall and doorway. A little girl’s 
white frock hangs suspended from a hook on the door. Through this 
partly closed or partly open door, the only colors to be seen are the 
dull brass of the doorknob, which stands out in its ordinariness, and 
beyond the doorway, the dried earth tones of a bleak, otherworldly 
landscape. 
 My loss was right here, in 
this painting: the exquisite, 
little dress—an actual child’s 
dress—full of innocence and 
ruffl es, never again to be 
worn; the chair that, now 
empty, was not present, only 
part of its shadow in view; 
the disorienting patterns 
of light and shadow (from 
without? from within?). 
Often, Ali uses small fi gures 
to establish scale, emphasis-
ing the vast emptiness of 
her landscapes and, perhaps, 
the relative insignifi cance 
of their few inhabitants. In 
Dress, two distant fi gures 
might once have been on 
the same path, but even if 
so, are no longer traversing 
it together. Ali had sewn her 
own experience of loss into 
this painting and, through it, 
revealed mine to me.
 Six years later, Ali began 
her Grand Canyon series. 
In these, enormous scale is inherent in the subject matter, and one 
senses the artist revelling in the task of capturing and revealing 
the many faces of these magnifi cent natural monuments. These 
paintings were precipitated by Ali’s spontaneous acceptance of a 
last-minute invitation to join a white water rafting excursion; this 
series now seems an inevitable crescendo in her long exploration of 
space, shadow and light. 
 In Grand Canyon X (page 2), Ali brings us to the base of a crev-
ice far beneath the surface of the earth. There is no point in craning 
our necks to try for sight of the skyline; instead, she works on a 
canvas of greater width than height, offering us a panoramic view 
of this scene. Although we are deep within an immense primordial 
chasm, there is no sense of menace or imprisonment. Instead, we 
fi nd sunlight running through a torrent of water that pours into a 
wide, clear stream. Sunlight nurtures the green ferns cascading from 
ancient rock that stands like a giant, protective guardian over one, 
tiny fi gure at the water’s edge. A wide swath of sunlight warms the 

ground near her feet, illuminates the water before her, and dapples 
the vast rock wall opposite. There are dark caves in these rocks, to 
be sure, but here—in this timeless moment—light and life have 
found their way, and one feels an almost reverential sense of peace. 
 In some of the paintings in the Grand Canyon series, Ali does 
give us sight of the sky, glimpsed alongside or through, rather than 

above, these majestic rocks. 
In Grand Canyon XVI (page 
13), rock walls are hewn 
from swatches of cloth 
whose varied shades—near-
black, blue-gray, pale green, 
pink—testify to construction 
over millions of years. These 
towering walls rise to frame 
a rough-cut diamond of 
vibrant blue sky—a natural 
Chartres window. Far below, 
one small fi gure is fully im-
mersed in the purist of water-
falls; another bears witness. 
     In Grand Canyon XXI 
(page 14), the deep blue sky 
casts into relief two colossal 
faces of an ancient fi ssure. As 
close and tender as any loving 
parents, they keep timeless 
watch over the pool at their 
feet. In it, just now, one tiny 
fi gure innocently bathes.
 Throughout this series, 
Ali seems to grow ever more 
fascinated by the water that 
is, after all, at the heart of 

this great canyon. She uses a wealth of fabrics, threads, and stitches 
to explore its versatility, and its relationship with light. Long, some-
times thin streams of water pour endlessly down a length of rock 
wall, from above to below where the eye can see, or into deep, vast 
pools. Waterfalls plunge, or leap from rock to rock, spraying the air. 
Water churns beneath the surface of a welcoming pool, spattering 
foam on its otherwise translucent surface. 
 In the midst of this fl ow, in Grand Canyon XVII (front and back 
covers), suddenly we are high above a motionless lake. We have 
only a partial view of this still lake, with its fl at rock shoreline at 
the base of the ravine. Between the water’s edge and the rock walls 
rising behind it, a slightly scattered group of seven small fi gures can 
be seen. The water’s refl ection shows a longer stretch of these walls, 
separated by a longer slice of sky, than we can see when looking 
directly at them. But in this natural mirror, there is no visible sign 
of life. Where are we placed, and how did we come to be here, so far 
removed from the fellow explorers whom we can and cannot see, 
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below?  This is a perspective that insists upon inward refl ection. 
 In Ripple Effect I (page 6), the waterfall has become a mere 
catalyst. Concentric ripples lap out across an expanse of water. 
They are an ephemeral replication of the graduating layers of rock 
that rise from the water’s edge as a permanent record of the passage 
of millennia. Exquisite shades of purple, rust and gold, contained 
within the rock formation, 
are luminescent, interwoven 
with dark fi ngers of shadow. 
These colors, already muted 
by the rippling water, are 
refl ected, mingled with an 
undulating sky.
 In Ali’s earlier cloth paint-
ings her craft was contained, 
the outer edges of her fabrics 
hidden discreetly beneath 
clean borders of mattes and 
frames. Through the Grand 
Canyon series, the relationship 
between subject and fabric is 
transformed. Here, uneven 
edges of variably textured 
materials, like the natural ele-
ments they represent, remain 
exposed to view. And, though 
tiny fi gures continue to serve 
as vehicles through which to 
convey enormous scale, they 
no longer stand, alienated, on 
arid ground. Within the deep, 
enduring, generous spaces of 
Ali’s Grand Canyon, it is possible to engage fully, including with one 
another. Here, one can be wholly present.
 Georgette’s Pump (page 7), is from a different genre. The title is 
a tip of the hat (so to speak) to Rene Magritte, whose wife and surre-
alist model was called Georgette. In this cloth painting, Ali takes us 
back to a familiar, parched landscape, where tiny fi gures and vertical 
poles are used to establish scale; she also brings us forward to the 
outer edges of a fabricated work. The cloth she has used to create 
the illusion of this landscape, and of the cloudy sky above it, is torn, 
at the bottom, and peeling, at the top, revealing glimpses of some 
other material or vista, under this one. Behind the sky, one glimpses 
a still cloudy but brighter sky; behind the dry earth, is that canvas, 
perhaps, or some other, lighter shade of ground? 
 In the upper left corner, a sliver of shadow peeks from behind 
this second sky. Yet another layer revealed? But is this a shadow, or 
fabric creating the illusion of a shadow?  How many layers of whole 
cloth, one superimposed over the other, actually serve as the back-
drop for this single shoe? 
 And what of the shoe itself? From what material has this lady’s 

pump been fashioned?  Although seemingly solid, it is stitched out 
of pieces of sky—or rather of fabric that gives the illusion of sky. 
But this is illusion layered upon illusion, as the fabric attached at 
the heel of this shoe appears to have been pulled from a layer of 
fabricated sky!  
     There is a tempting quality about this painting; one feels the 

urge to reach out and peel 
off that top layer of sky and 
barren earth, to discover 
what is underneath. Will 
there be other, small fi gures? 
Will we fi nd a second shoe?
 Boston is home to the 
Longwood Symphony 
Orchestra, made up of 
health caregivers who play 
music at a professional level, 
performing concerts to raise 
awareness and funds for 
medical causes. Through 
‘LSO Musicians on Call’, 
they have also begun to go 
directly into health care 
facilities and assisted living 
residences, offering live 
music to those who might 
not otherwise be able to 
access it. This new initiative 
is being funded in part by a 
project in which invited art-
ists use unvarnished violins 
to create art for healing, 

which are then auctioned. In late November, 2008, while she was 
still working on Grand Canyon vistas, Ali was invited to partici-
pate in this project; she responded with characteristic spontaneity 
and ingenuity, creating what became her own Air & Simple Gifts 
(page 8).
 There are no tiny fi gures, here; the scale has been inverted. 
Now familiar, gigantic, craggy faces appraise an instrument of the 
gods. Will one of these giants reach out to grasp this violin and 
tuck it under his chin? Or are these ancients content simply being 
the audience for this primordial concert? 
 A waterfall cascades down the violin, intertwining with 
authentic strings that Ali has procured. The instrument itself—no 
illusion, this time, but an actual violin—both merges into and 
emerges from the organic elements of an ancient gorge. What 
sounds must come from this magnifi cent instrument; as sweet 
as Itzak Perlman’s; deeper even than Yo Yo Ma’s cello. What a 
privilege it is to savor the joyful visual orchestration of Ali’s recent 
creations, from the Grand Canyon series and beyond.
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The Ripple Effect II  •  Cloth Painting  •  20 x 13 ¾"  •  AC299

Ripple Effect I  •  Cloth Painting  •  16 x 15"  •  AC298
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Georgette’s Pump  •  Cloth Painting  •  20 ½ x 28 ¾"  •  AC300

Grand Canyon XI  •  Cloth Painting  •  22 ½ x 15"  •  AC285
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Air & Simple Gifts  •  Mixed Media  •  26 x 14 x 4"  •  AC302Air & Simple Gifts • Mixed Media • 26 x 14 x 4" • AC302
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Grand Canyon XIII  •  Cloth Painting  •  53 x 28"  •  AC287
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Grand Canyon XXII  •  Cloth Painting  •  79 x 28 ¼"  •  AC296
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Grand Canyon XV  •  Cloth Painting  •  32 ¼ x 26 ¼”  •  AC289

Grand Canyon XVIII  •  Cloth Painting  •  24 x 21"  •  AC292
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Grand Canyon XXIII  •  Cloth Painting  •  48 x 16 ½"  •  AC297

Grand Canyon XIV  •  Cloth Painting  •  40 x 16"  •  AC288
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Grand Canyon XVI  •  Cloth Painting  •  38 ½ x 18 ¼"  •  AC290

Grand Canyon XIX  •  Cloth Painting  •  30 ½ x 18"  •  AC293
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Grand Canyon XXI  •  Cloth Painting  •  48 x 18 ½"  •  AC295

Grand Canyon XX  •  Cloth Painting  •  56 x 21 ½"  •  AC294
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DAT E S :
9 May to 8 June 2009

O P E N I N G  R EC E P T I O N : 
9 May 2009, 3:00 to 6:00 PM

The public is invited to attend.
The artist will be present.
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